
Oil

The international crude oil market opened the week with falling prices. Production on the oil fields in the Gulf of Mexico is restarting 
following Tropical Storm Barry and new figures shows the US shale production has increased. The increasing supply on the market led 
to a modest downturn yesterday, where the Brent front month contract edged down 0,25 USD/bbl, closing at 66,48 USD/bbl. We expect 
another day with limited fluctuations Tuesday. 

Gas
The week opened with another price jump on the European gas markets, most likely caused by a correspondent increase on the carbon 
emission market. Besides the bullish support from carbon, the gas markets face limited supply from Norway, causing rising prices on 
the short end of the curve as well. The market will likely continue to follow carbon today as well. 

Coal
On the European coal market, we once again saw a rather neutral session Monday, confirming the development from late last week, 
where coal failed to follow the gas markets upwards despite the bullish support from carbon. The API 2 Cal-20 contract closed Monday 
at 68,50 USD/t, 0,25 USD/t lower than Friday.

Carbon
Monday, most eyes on the power and energy markets were on the European carbon emission market, which once again jumped to-
wards the 30 EUR/t-barrier. The benchmark quota contract closed at 29,11 EUR/t, up another 0,32 EUR/t from Friday. Tightening supply 
on the EU quota auctions offers bullish support, and the general feeling on the market points towards further gains Tuesday.

Hydro
Tuesday morning, the weather forecasts for the coming week in the Nordic area are confirmed. Precipitation is expected well below 
average, but could rise to above normal from early next week. In total however, the two-week outlook remains drier than average. The 
outlook is largely unchanged from yesterday and should not cause any major fluctuations on the Nordic power market. 

Germany

On the German power market, we once again saw a new year-high yesterday, as the Cal-20 contract jumped another 0,87 EUR/MWh 
and closed at 52,75 EUR/MWh. The contract has climbed around 10 % in less than two weeks due to the fierce rally on the carbon and 
gas markets, and if these markets continue the upturn, there is room for further gains on the German power market as well. The first 
signals today point towards falling prices.

Equities
Yesterday was positive on the European stock markets, with the Stoxx600 Index up another 0,23 %, confirming the bullish sentiment 
from the last couple of weeks. Today, much focus on the market will be on key figures on export from China, where we could see signals 
as to how affected the country is by its trade war with the US. 

Conclusion

This week opened with further price gains on the Nordic power market, with both the short and the long end of the curve edging up. 
The Q4-19 contract climbed 0,55 EUR/MWh to close at 42,75 EUR/MWh, while the YR-20 contract was up 0,15 EUR/MWh, closing at 
38,00 EUR/MWh, as drier weather forecasts and a bullish German power market continued to offer bullish support. Tuesday, we expect 
a downwards adjustment on the long end of the curve, because the German power market fell a bit late yesterday. The short end should 
see a more neutral development due to the continuously dry weather forecasts. 
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14-jul 36,11 36,24 36,15 36,15 36,16 36,35 36,23 August 44,23 45,38 40,50 41,50 46,00 38,78 38,50 August 47,93 37,60 89,86

15-jul 39,59 39,59 37,92 39,51 53,96 37,95 38,30 Q4-19 47,18 47,90 43,50 45,00 47,25 42,98 42,75 Q4-19 48,83 49,24 0,00

16-jul 42,87 42,89 37,50 39,36 45,95 37,50 37,73 2020 43,53 45,25 39,45 40,50 42,55 38,03 38,00 2020 50,59 50,13 0,00


